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Abstract. We describe the development of an introductory mechanics MOOC originating
from content and pedagogy developed for a blended classroom. The content was
created to support the implementation of MAPs pedagogy : Modeling Applied to Problem
Solving. Using MAPS, students work in groups on multi concept problems during class,
while online content is used to provide pre-requisite knowledge of MAPs before class,
and to build problem solving skills after class where students choose their own path
through homework presented in increasing levels of difficulty. The courses evolved to a
MOOC that is advertised as a “Re-View” for people with some background in
introductory mechanics, attracting 20,000 registrants over the 3 offering from Spring
2012- Summer 2013. We describe the similarities and differences between the
residential course and the MOOC offerings, including demographics, use of resources
and student behavior and engagement. !

Student Gains with the MAPS
Pedagogy!
Improved Performance on a
final retest!
Students taking a ReView course
scored 1.2 standard deviations below
the class average on their final exam
in the Fall course, but had risen over
one standard deviation on the final
exam questions they answered after
its completion.!

Improved Attitudes Towards
Physics!
Student attitudes toward physics
underwent a shift toward the attitudes
of experts in all categories of the
CLASS survey. This is a marked
contrast with typical mechanics
courses, including MIT’s freshman
mechanics, which produce shifts
away from expert-like attitudes in all
categories (Adams, et al., 2006).!

Better performance in the
following Introductory
Electricity and Magnetism!
In the following course (Electricity
and Magnetism), students taking a
MAPS based review course (Red
Box) outperformed a control group.
They also performed significantly
better than expected based on a
universal regression of all students
grades.!
•

•

References: ”Modeling Applied to Problem Solving “ Andrew Pawl et al. Proceedings of the 2009
Physics Education Research Conference , AIP Conf. Proc, pp. 51-54(2009).
“Improved Student Performance In Electricity And Magnetism Following Prior MAPS Instruction In
Mechanics” Saif Rayyan et al. Physics Education Research Conference 2010 Portland Oregon, AIP
Conf. Proc. 1289, 273(2010).
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Modelling Applied to Problem Solving (MAPS) Pedagogy!
•Focus on the planning stage of problem solving.!
•Rubric that includes:!
•Systems: what system is most appropriate for the problem.!
•Interactions: What interactions exist and which are relevant.
Which are internal or external and which are conservative - non
conservative.!
•Models: which model fits well with the above systems and
interactions (part of the description of the model). Apply
constraints and solve.!

From Blended to MOOC (8.MReV)!

Elements of Blended Course
Using MAPS Pedagogy!

!list of the different offerings of the course:!
² Spring 2012: 2240 registrants on LONCAPA!
² Summer 2012: 890 registrants on LONCAPA!
² Summer 2013 : 16500 registrants on edX!
² Currently offered on edX (QR link to the right)!

Interactive e-text with embedded assessment!
An e-text is used for pre-class assignments, broken into
modules !
Each module consists of
text, videos, and worked
examples. Checkpoint
questions, are
interspersed through
most modules.!
We found that students
read more when content
is enriched with
assessment. !

Retention!

Reference: The impact of course structure on etext use in large-lecture
introductory-physics courses. Daniel Seaton et al. Physics Education
Research Conference Proceedings 2014	


!

Most registrants of a MOOC drop out
before making a single attempt. A
reasonable gauge of retention is the
fraction of enrollees who attempted
part of the second assignment who
received certificates. Following this
metric, in the Spring 2012 MOOC,
40% of the students who attempted
the second Homework earned a
certificate. The numbers are 76% for
Summer 2012 and 51% for Summer
2013.!
!

Demographics to the right is survey

Homework with Different! Levels of Difficulty!

results for LONCAPA offerings in
spring and summer 2012. Note the
substantial increase of the
percentage of highschool teachers
from spring 2012 to summer 2012 as
we started targeting physics teachers. !

Homework is presented in three levels of increasing
difficulty and cognitive complexity. Students are able to
obtain full credit by choosing any number of problems where
more difficult problems are worth more. In this set up, while
the probability of mean percent correct varied only between
40% and 60%, the time varied between ~75 and ~200
seconds, where higher level problems took significantly
more time to finish.. !

!

Certification!

!

Reference: “When students can choose easy, medium, or hard
homework” Raluca Teodorescu et al. Physics Education Research
Conference Proceedings 2011 Omaha Nebraska AIP Conf. Proc. 1413,
pp. 81-84 (2011).

To the left is an example of reporting
performance metrics for the offerings on the
LONCAPA network. The density of color
represents the distribution of the class.!
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